
Our growing company is hiring for a market strategist. If you are looking for an
exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for market strategist

Analyze a wide range of performance metrics and KPI’s to identify
personalized solutions on a client level
Create personalized decks and presentations to drive quarterly meetings with
top clients
Collaborating on the day to day relationships with new US Mid-Market clients
to ensure we exceed their expectations
Supporting client business reviews and communicate optimizations made
along with the planned road map
Identify opportunities for investment in new technologies or applications, a
dominant design or service that has not been recognized by the industry
Develop automated Credit & Rates trading algorithms / workflow automation
for the firm and its clients, taking an active role in the shift from voice to
electronic trading
Lead a cross-functional team to deliver multi-year omni-channel roadmap to
enable prospecting, cross-sell/upsell and customer effort reduction by
building strong and collaborative relationships to transform strategy into
flawless, cross-functional execution
You will be the Product Owner developing Omni-channel user stories
Help various business partners articulate their requirements for the Next Best
Action framework
Identify and measure the results of the treatments developed & iteratively
improve upon them
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The Strategist will be a critical ‘public face’ of GWM and will be called upon
to speak at conferences, seminars and to the media in coordination with the
firm’s PR team
The Strategist will be a natural team player, working intimately with the
various discretionary investment teams (and join their periodic internal
discussions, if appropriate) to both present market and asset class views
possess a nuanced appreciation of each discretionary team’s positioning and
rationale
The Strategist will provide Investors and CMS personnel with guidance
comparing, contrasting and, when necessary, acknowledging conflicting
discretionary strategy positioning which will arise from time to time
Demonstrating a track record of academic excellence and accomplishment as
evidenced by both completed graduate work in Economics and/or Financial
Markets at a highly regarded university record of published works (ideally in
peer- reviewed periodicals)
The preferred candidate will have demonstrated expertise evaluating and
presenting macro-economic and markets topics
The preferred candidate will have outstanding written and verbal
communication skills and strong client skills as frequent interaction with our
clients will be required


